Introduction {#s1}
============

Parkinson\'s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by slowness of movement (akinesia), rigidity, tremor at rest and postural instability ([@BHT140C34],[@BHT140C33]). The core pathophysiological mechanism is degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), which is thought to cause abnormal modulation of cortico-basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical pathways ([@BHT140C24]). While in healthy people, phasic movements are modulated in the γ-band ([@BHT140C48]; [@BHT140C41]), pathological firing patterns in the β-band (13--30 Hz) in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) have been linked to akinesia and rigidity in PD patients ([@BHT140C40]; [@BHT140C31]). In PD patients receiving therapeutic deep brain stimulation (DBS), modulation of STN activity leads to changes in oscillatory activity and coupling in motor cortical areas ([@BHT140C13]; [@BHT140C67]). Further, it has been shown that oscillatory activity in distinct connections between the cortex and basal ganglia is specifically linked to different frequency bands ([@BHT140C27], [@BHT140C38], [@BHT140C73]). These findings are in good agreement with the concept that altered firing patterns in basal ganglia lead to abnormal activation of cortical motor areas impairing their respective function ([@BHT140C75]; [@BHT140C52]).

Accordingly, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) studies have provided converging evidence for abnormal activation of core motor regions comprising the supplementary motor area (SMA), lateral premotor cortex (lPM), and primary motor cortex (M1) underlying motor impairment in PD ([@BHT140C72]; [@BHT140C57]). While a decreased activity in SMA and an increased activity in lPM during motor tasks has repeatedly been reported when patients were off medication ([@BHT140C58]; [@BHT140C25]; [@BHT140C80]), normal activity patterns can---at least partially---be restored by dopaminergic medication ([@BHT140C25]; [@BHT140C5]; [@BHT140C56]). However, the observed neural activations vary significantly depending on the specific paradigm and the amount of attention that is assigned to the actions ([@BHT140C54], [@BHT140C55]; [@BHT140C35]). Recent neuroimaging studies suggest that a functional disconnection between prefrontal, premotor, and motor areas might account for the observed hypoactivation of different neural regions ([@BHT140C56]; [@BHT140C79]). However, little is known about the electrophysiological dynamics underlying altered communication between premotor and motor areas in PD. We hypothesized that during fast repetitive finger movements, neural communication between mesial and lateral premotor areas and the motor cortex would be expressed as abnormal oscillatory coupling in patients OFF medication. Furthermore, we expected that levodopa would at least partially normalize premotor-motor cortical connectivity in PD.

To specifically test this, we used dynamic causal modeling (DCM) of movement-related cortico-cortical oscillatory coupling ([@BHT140C10]) to investigate effective connectivity between core motor regions in the precentral cortex, namely M1, SMA, and lPM ([@BHT140C50]). Electroencephalography (EEG) was recorded while PD patients and healthy age-matched individuals performed fast self-paced extension-flexion movements of the right index finger both before and after application of levodopa. This enabled us to assess physiological and disease-related changes in cortico-cortical communication between premotor and motor areas and to investigate how dopamine replacement modulates cortico-cortical oscillatory coupling in PD.

Participants and Methods {#s2}
========================

Participants {#s2a}
------------

Thirteen patients with clinical diagnosis of idiopathic PD without dementia and 13 healthy individuals participated in the study. Exclusion criteria were as follows: age ≥80 years, neurological disease other than PD, abnormal MRI, and treatment with DBS. Two PD patients and 1 control participant were later excluded (see "source analysis"), leaving 11 patients (3 females; age 60.5 ± 9.4 years, mean ± SD) and 12 healthy control participants (6 females; age 63.8 ± 7.2 years). Clinical details are summarized in Table [1](#BHT140TB1){ref-type="table"}. All participants were right-handed as revealed by self-report. In accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, all participants gave their written informed consent to the study, which was approved by the local ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Cologne (study-nr: 08 067). Table 1Patient clinical detailsCaseAge/sexDisease duration (years)ParkinsonismUPDRS (OFF/ON)LEDD (mg/day)160 f6Left32/26910258 f4Right24/15860364 f1Right17/8240450 m2Left11/6150546 m5Left31/15260667 m20Left38/311040771 m11Right57/441600853 m13Left22/9950975 m9Left34/166501069 m10Left30/1510001153 m7Right14/12965[^1]

Experimental Conditions {#s2b}
-----------------------

Subjects were seated in a comfortable chair with their eyes closed and asked to perform repetitive fast extension-flexion movements of the right index finger in the metacarpophalangeal joint. Participants were instructed to perform the movements at maximal repetition rate, while the hand was resting on a desk. The movement range was ∼30° in the horizontal plane. Each trial lasted for 10 s and was repeated 20 times. To avoid fatigue, we included small breaks (5--10 s) between trials. We also included a baseline condition without movement, where subjects had to keep still with their eyes closed (rest condition) for ∼5 min. Two examiners monitored the task performance during the motor task and controlled that participants did not fall asleep during the rest condition. Additionally, all participants performed a second motor task. The results related to the additional task will be reported separately, because it addresses a different experimental question, and therefore, different DCMs were constructed and compared. All patients were tested in the morning in the practical OFF state at least 12 h after withdrawal of their dopaminergic medication. Immediately prior to the experiment, a movement disorders specialist (MTB) assessed the Unified Parkinson\'s disease rating scale III (UPDRS-III) ([@BHT140C15]). After completing the testing in the OFF state, patients received 200 mg of fast-released soluble levodopa (Madopar LT^®^, La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and motor improvement was assessed consecutively every 15 min until a marked improvement of akinesia and rigidity was observed (at least 15% difference between UPDRS-ON and UPDRS-OFF). We then conducted EEG recordings as previously in the OFF state. PD patients did not perform any motor tasks during the break to avoid interference effects. One patient developed severe dyskinesias after application of levodopa and was therefore not tested in the ON state. The healthy participants performed the experiments only once without application of levodopa.

Data Acquisition and Preprocessing {#s2c}
----------------------------------

Before the EEG experiment, *T*~1~-weighted structural magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the whole brain were acquired on a 3-Tesla Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 3D-modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform sequence (repetition-time = 1930 ms, echo-time = 5.8 ms, flip-angle = 18°, slice thickness = 1.25 mm) for the control group and on a 1.5-Tesla Intera scanner (Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) using a 3D-turbo field echo sequence (repetition-time = 20 ms, echo-time = 4.6 ms, flip-angle = 25°, slice thickness = 2 mm) for patients. In 4 control subjects and 2 patients, MR images could not be acquired because of claustrophobia. The MR images were transformed to Talairach-space in Brainvoyager software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands) and a mesh of the head was generated for electrode co-registration. If no structural MRI was available, we used a standard brain template for electrode co-registration and source analysis.

One hundred twenty-two electrodes were mounted on the head using an elastic cap in a spherical array (Easy-Cap, Herrsching, Germany). Optimal positioning of EEG electrodes was ensured using an ultrasound localization system (CMS20, Zebris, Isny, Germany) before starting the EEG recordings. EEG data were recorded with a 122-channel EEG system (Braintronics, Almere, the Netherlands) after assuring that impedances of all electrodes were ≤10 kΩ. EEG signals were amplified, band-pass filtered from 0.87 to 344 Hz and digitized at a sample rate of 1024 Hz. EEG data preprocessing was carried out on a personal computer using the brain electrical source analysis (BESA) software (BESA, Graefelfing, Germany). Default electrode positions delivered by the manufacturer (Easy-Cap) were co-registered to the individual MRI for each subject. In a next step, the data were average-referenced and artifact-corrected. A channel was classified as noisy, if the amplitude was larger than 120 μV, smaller than 0.07 μV, or showed a higher gradient than 75 μV to adjacent channels, which corresponds to the BESA default settings. Correction for eye-movement artifacts was carried out using the BESA eye-movement correction tool. The voltage threshold for horizontal and vertical eye movements was set at 150 and 250 μV, respectively ([@BHT140C28]). Additionally, the whole EEG recording was visually inspected for artifacts. Noisy trials were removed and excluded from the analysis. Noisy channels were extrapolated or interpolated (spherical spline interpolation) in case of a sufficient number of adjacent channels.

We simultaneously recorded activity of the right first dorsal interosseus (FDI) muscle using surface electromyography (EMG) electrodes (AMBU, Ølstykke, Denmark) to assess task performance. EMG signals were amplified and digitized at a sample rate of 1024 Hz. Analysis of EMG data was carried out using MATLAB 7.10.2 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and comprised 2 steps. In a first step, we analyzed the peak frequency in the EMG for each participant to assess the repetition frequency of the finger movements. The bandwidth was set to 1--7 Hz to include the typical frequency range of fast repetitive movements of the index finger ([@BHT140C1]) and to avoid the dominant α-peak observed in EEG data. In a second step, we analyzed the power of the EMG data. Frequencies were divided into the θ- (4--7 Hz), α- (8--12 Hz), β- (13--30 Hz), and γ-band (31--48 Hz) ([@BHT140C74]) and normalized to the mean power. The aim of this analysis step was to assess putative group differences in EMG activity that could confound the EEG spectra. Tests for differences in EMG power and peak frequency between patients in the ON and OFF state and between patients and healthy controls were conducted using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and Mann--Whitney *U*-test, respectively, and corrected for multiple comparisons using false-discovery rate.

Source Analysis {#s2d}
---------------

Details of the analysis procedure can be found in ([@BHT140C26]). In short, we defined a core motor cortical network of interest based on studies using fMRI ([@BHT140C58]; [@BHT140C25]; [@BHT140C56]; [@BHT140C80]). This core network comprised M1, lPM, and SMA in the left hemisphere contralateral to the moving hand. To confirm that activity within the network was consistently present in our data, we defined a fronto-parietal cortical area comprising these regions (*x*: 8--−32, *y*: 0--−50) based on coordinates from Haslinger et al. ([@BHT140C25]) and conducted source analysis using BESA\'s multiple source beamformer (BESA, Graefelfing, Germany). We used the rest condition as baseline, that is, the power in the target time--frequency interval was referenced to the corresponding interval in the baseline condition. This approach allows detecting sources that are specifically related to movement, but can also lead to removal of sources that are modulated in frequencies that are related to resting EEG activity, particularly in the α-frequency band. Sources, as detected during beamformer analysis, were fitted on individual MRI and the corresponding stereotactic coordinates were registered in Talairach space with a 10-mm range to account for the low spatial resolution of EEG source analysis. This was done for the first 5 sources detected by the MSBF based on the number of sources in the study conducted by [@BHT140C25]). To avoid modeling of data unrelated to the motor task, we excluded 2 of the originally included 13 patients and 1 of 13 control subjects, because they failed to show activation in the predefined area.

Dynamic Causal Modeling {#s2e}
-----------------------

In the remaining 11 PD patients and 12 control subjects, we performed connectivity analysis of the EEG data using DCM of induced responses ([@BHT140C10]) as implemented in SPM8 (Update revision number: 4290; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). DCM of induced responses enables modeling of spectral responses as the response of a set of interconnected electromagnetic sources to a spectral perturbation. The models are formulated in terms of differential equations including an A-matrix, which represents changes in spectral activity due to endogenous coupling between sources and a C-matrix, which represents changes induced by exogenous inputs. In this experiment, the exogenous input refers to the onset of the motor task, which induces changes in the coupling between the sources (A-matrix). Thus, even though the input is set to only one source, all other sources can express changes in spectral activity, because they are interconnected. For a more thorough explanation of DCM of induced responses, the reader is referred to ([@BHT140C10], [@BHT140C9]). Before computing the DCM, EEG data were epoched to single trials, band-pass filtered from 0.5 to 48 Hz, and downsampled from 1024 to 200 Hz ([@BHT140C18]). DCM was based on a modeling framework that included a core motor cortical network comprising the left M1, lPM, and SMA (Fig. [1](#BHT140F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). We assumed reciprocal connections between these cortical regions based on anatomical studies in monkeys ([@BHT140C44]; [@BHT140C3]; [@BHT140C16]). We used the identical coordinates as in our previous study ([@BHT140C26]) based on an fMRI study by [@BHT140C25]). The input induced by the experimental manipulation (onset of the motor task) was set to the lPM. Several considerations prompted us to include only a single input at the onset of the continuous movement rather than defining several inputs for each "submovement." First, the repetitive movements represent a continuous motor pattern that is generated and controlled as an entity ([@BHT140C19]; [@BHT140C66]), which cannot be partitioned into distinct segments ([@BHT140C30]). Second, we refrained from explicitly modeling discrete sensorimotor input generated by the movement itself, because the central motor control adopts a continuous "whole-field control" rather than monitoring particular aspects of each submovement during repetitive movements with a high repetition rate ([@BHT140C66]). And finally, a wide range of previous studies have used constant intervals of continuous movements exceeding the duration of one "submovement" for analyzing cortical connectivity patterns ([@BHT140C23]; [@BHT140C75]; [@BHT140C64]; [@BHT140C51]; [@BHT140C32]). This approach was confirmed by inspecting the predictions of time frequency plots, which revealed that adequate predictions of spectral responses were not restricted to the beginning of a trial but could be modeled for the whole trial duration (see Results section). Figure 1.Core motor cortical network. (*A*) Cortical areas that were analyzed using dynamic causal modeling. All areas share reciprocal connections. Note that all sources also exhibit intrinsic (self)-coupling, which are omitted for readability. Minimum distance between the single sources is 40 mm. (*B*) Design for Bayesian model selection. The critical difference between the models was whether extrinsic and/or intrinsic connections were modulated only within frequencies or additionally across frequencies.

Four models were compared using DCM (Fig. [1](#BHT140F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The critical difference between the models was whether extrinsic connections and/or intrinsic connections were modulated only within the same frequency or within and across frequencies. Extrinsic connections refer to connections between areas, while intrinsic connections refer to "self-connections" of each source (i.e., how a connection influences itself). For each participant, the dimensionality of spectra was reduced to 4 frequency modes derived from a singular value decomposition of the spectra ([@BHT140C9]). The bandwidth for computing spectral densities was chosen from 4 to 40 Hz to account for θ-activity (4--7 Hz) that has been linked to large-scale integration during cognitive and motor events ([@BHT140C6]) and to avoid a potential 50-Hz electric current artifact. The time-window was set to −100 to 2000 ms with respect to task onset, which has been shown to be adequate in previous studies to reduce the amount of data for computation ([@BHT140C11], [@BHT140C26]). We did not include the resting condition in the model, because in DCM resting data are pure noise that is best modeled by a flat line. Parameters of each model and each participant were estimated by minimizing the relative entropy defined via the data and model outcome using an expectation maximization algorithm ([@BHT140C10]). In DCM of induced responses, DCM does not model data features in sensor space. Instead, after inversion of the electromagnetic model, the power of the neural source is modeled ([@BHT140C39]). As the skull acts as a low-pass filter on intracerebral activity, power spectra in EEG recordings are dominated by activity in low-frequency bands ([@BHT140C60]). Thus, model optimization will more strongly rely on low-frequency power, because most variance of the data is explained by the low-frequency components of the frequency modes. This generally applies to DCM of neurophysiological data, but is less pronounced when using MEG or intracerebral recordings compared with EEG measurements. The different models were then compared with regards to their accuracy in explaining the data taking into account complexity of the model ([@BHT140C47]). Here, we compared the different models using Bayesian model selection for random effects ([@BHT140C71]). The model with the highest posterior exceedance probability, that is, the model with the highest relative probability compared with any other model considered, was used to make inference on coupling parameters. The prior odds ratio assumed that all models were equally likely. We opted for comparing only a few models and focusing on changes in oscillatory coupling between left M1, lPM, and SMA, because the main goal of this study was to assess changes in task-dependent modulation within a core motor network in PD.

ANOVA was used to test the significance of oscillatory coupling within the most likely model. To test whether changes in effective connectivity could be confounded by power changes of the cortical sources, we compared time--frequency spectra between groups using ANOVA. We report significant coupling at a statistical threshold of *P* \< 0.05 familywise error (FWE)-corrected at the cluster level. In an exploratory analysis, we extracted for each participant individual coupling values from connections that were significantly modulated during the task. Coupling values were averaged over the respective significant frequencies (e.g., γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA). Positive values indicate that a source region exerts a positive influence on a target region (i.e., increases power in the target region) during the task, while negative values indicate a negative influence (i.e., a decrease in power). We then calculated the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (2-tailed) to test whether individual differences in coupling showed a linear relationship with differences in motor impairment (UPDRS-III scores), applying Bonferroni-correction for multiple comparisons. All data are given as mean ± standard deviation, if not specified otherwise.

Results {#s3}
=======

After a short training session of 5 min, all subjects were able to perform the repetitive extension-flexion task properly with their right index finger without showing signs of fatigue throughout the experiment. Two patients showed a predominantly left-sided resting tremor, which was present OFF and ON medication. No tremor of the right hand was observed during task performance. Application of levodopa alleviated motor symptoms in all patients as reflected by a consistent decrease in the UPDRS score (OFF state: 28.18 ± 12.9 vs. ON state: 17.91 ± 11.41; *P* ≤ 0.001 paired samples *t*-test).

EMG Recordings During the Repetitive Extension-Flexion Task {#s3a}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Patients OFF medication performed the task significantly slower than the control group with a mean repetition frequency of 3.47 Hz ± 0.96 compared with 4.7 Hz ± 1.12 (*P* \< 0.05). There was a significant improvement in repetition frequency after levodopa application (ON state: 4.56 Hz ± 1.26 vs. OFF state: 3.47 Hz ± 0.96; *P* \< 0.05) with an increase in repetition frequency in 9 of 11 patients (Fig. [2](#BHT140F2){ref-type="fig"}). No significant difference in repetition frequency was found when comparing PD patients ON medication and healthy controls. Figure 2.Movement frequency during the motor task. (*A*) Individual EMG data of the first dorsal interosseus muscle of a representative PD patient before (OFF) and after application of levodopa (ON). Note that movement frequency increased by ∼1 Hz after application of levodopa. (*B)* Results of the group comparison of movement frequency. Error bars indicate standard deviation. \**P* \< 0.05; ns, not significant.

There were no significant differences between groups (PD-OFF, PD-ON, Control group) when comparing EMG power for the θ-, α-, β-, and γ-bands.

Bayesian Model Selection and Model Fit {#s3b}
--------------------------------------

Bayesian model selection for random effects strongly favored a model postulating cross- and within-frequency coupling in both extrinsic and intrinsic (self-) connections (model 1) in all groups (Fig. [3](#BHT140F3){ref-type="fig"}). Exceedance probability was almost 1 in the control group and patients ON medication and ∼0.87 in patients OFF medication, highly outranking all other models. We therefore based our statistical inferences on coupling parameters as revealed by model 1. Figure [4](#BHT140F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that model 1 satisfyingly predicted the observed spectral responses differently for the 3 considered regions over the whole 2 s period. The model explained ∼95% of the original spectral variance (Control: 93.4% ± 4, mean ± SD; PD-OFF: 95.1% ± 2.7%; PD-ON: 96.3% ± 1.9). On the group level, there were no significant differences in time--frequency spectra between the healthy controls, PD patients in the OFF state and PD patients in the ON state in any of the regions, indicating that the observed differences in effective connectivity were not confounded by differences in power. Figure 3.Results of Bayesian model selection for random effects. Model 1, which considers coupling both within and across frequencies in extrinsic and intrinsic (self)-connections, explains the data best in all groups. Figure 4.Spectral responses. (*A)* EEG raw data during the motor task. Data of a 2-s epoch is shown for a representative patient. (*B*) Time--frequency transformation of EEG data. The observed spectra (averaged over trials) of the same patient as in 4*A* are shown in the upper panel, the spectra predicted by model 1 (the best model) are shown in the lower panel. It can be clearly seen that model 1 provided a good fit explaining ∼95% variance of the data (Control group: 93.4%; PD-OFF 95.1%; PD-ON 96.3%).

Task-Induced Changes in Effective Connectivity {#s3c}
----------------------------------------------

An overview of connections showing significant coupling during the task is given in Table [2](#BHT140TB2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2Task-induced effective connectivityControlPD-OFFPD-ONConnectionFrequency (peak activation)*P*-value (FWE-corr.)Frequency (peak activation)*P*-value (FWE-corr.)Frequency (peak activation)*P*-value (FWE-corr.)lPM → M1γ-γ (35--36 Hz)0.003γ-γ (39--35 Hz)0.01γ-γ (32--32 Hz)0.021lPM → SMAγ-γ (35--33 Hz)0.018----γ-γ (35--31 Hz)\<0.001β-β (17--18 Hz)0.024M1 → lPM--------β-β (16--26 Hz)0.002θ-β (5--27 Hz)0.002[^2]

In the control group, task-induced changes in effective connectivity occurred in connections from lPM to both SMA and M1 (Fig. [5](#BHT140F5){ref-type="fig"} left). Increased task-related coupling from lPM to M1 was prominent in the γ-band (γ-γ coupling), while coupling from lPM to SMA was modulated in the γ- and β-band (Fig. [6](#BHT140F6){ref-type="fig"} left). No other neural connection within the tested DCM showed a task-related modulation in oscillatory coupling in healthy controls. Figure 5.Spatial distribution of task-induced effective connectivity. The frequencies in which the connections are modulated are listed in Table [2](#BHT140TB2){ref-type="table"}. Figure 6.Frequency--frequency matrices. The matrices (4--40 Hz) of connections from lPM to M1 (first row) and from lPM to SMA (second row) are illustrated. The left column shows matrices from the healthy control group, the middle column shows matrices from PD patients OFF medication, and the right column shows matrices from PD patients ON medication.

In the OFF medication state, PD patients showed significant coupling within the γ-band from lPM to M1, but there was no significant coupling from lPM to SMA (Figs [5](#BHT140F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#BHT140F6){ref-type="fig"} middle). After levodopa intake, PD patients expressed significant γ-γ coupling from lPM to both M1 and SMA, similar to healthy controls (Figs [5](#BHT140F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#BHT140F6){ref-type="fig"} right). Additionally, significant coupling emerged after dopamine replacement in the feedback connection from M1 to lPM, which was expressed as β-β as well as θ-β coupling (Table [2](#BHT140TB2){ref-type="table"}). The β-β coupling from M1 to lPM in the ON state was significantly stronger than in the control group (peak: 13--26 Hz, *P* = 0.01).

Correlation Between Disease Severity and Effective Connectivity {#s3d}
---------------------------------------------------------------

There was a significant correlation between levodopa-induced change (ON vs. OFF) of coupling from M1 to lPM and levodopa-induced benefit in motor function. This negative correlation was found for cross-frequency θ-β coupling in the feedback connection from M1 to lPM (*ρ* = −0.827, *P* \< 0.01). Individual improvement in motor function was associated with an increased negative θ-β coupling from M1 to lPM. The stronger the suppressive effect of θ-activity in M1 on β-activity in lPM, the more pronounced was the individual improvement in motor function (Fig. [7](#BHT140F7){ref-type="fig"}). There were no significant correlations between UPDRS motor scores and effective connectivity in any of the other considered connections, neither for levodopa-induced changes of connectivity (ON vs. OFF) nor for connectivity within the OFF or ON state (*P* \> 0.5). Figure 7.Correlation analysis. (*A*) The feedback connection from M1 to lPM expressed significant coupling in PD patients ON but not OFF medication. (*B*) Frequency--frequency matrix of the connection from M1 to lPM in the ON state showing significant β-β and θ-β couplings. C: Negative correlation between θ-β coupling from M1 to lPM and motor impairment (*ρ* = −0.827, *P* \< 0.01). Negative coupling values indicate that θ-activity in M1 suppresses β-activity in lPM, while positive values indicate that θ-activity in M1 enhances β-activity in lPM. The stronger β-activity in lPM was suppressed, the more pronounced was the improvement in motor function.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In this pharmacological EEG study, we used DCM of task-induced responses to model oscillatory cortico-cortical coupling during fast repetitive finger movements in patients with PD. Our study sheds significant new light on the impact of PD on motor-related cortical oscillatory coupling. Connectivity analysis revealed a functional disconnection of mesial premotor cortex with reduced γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA. This mesial to lateral coupling in the premotor cortex was restored by dopamine replacement along with strengthening β-β as well as θ-β coupling in the feedback connection from M1 to lPM. Critically, the beneficial effect of levodopa on motor function was closely related to enhanced cross-frequency θ-β coupling from M1 to lPM.

Connectivity Pattern in Healthy Elderly Controls {#s4a}
------------------------------------------------

In healthy elderly individuals, fast repetitive finger movements induced a change in effective connectivity in cortico-cortical connections from left lPM to M1 and SMA, presumably reflecting feed-forward computations that facilitate the regular and fast repetition of the finger movements. The connections from lPM to M1 and SMA were predominantly modulated within the γ-band, but also within lower frequency bands. The increase in γ coupling from lPM to SMA and from lPM to M1 during fast repetitive finger movements replicates the coupling pattern that we found in young healthy participants performing the same task ([@BHT140C26]). Together, the findings show a stable association between premotor-to-motor γ coupling and fast repetitive finger movements across a wide age range. This is in good accordance with previous studies, which consistently reported γ-band activity in participants performing phasic movements ([@BHT140C65]; [@BHT140C49], [@BHT140C48]; [@BHT140C41]). We defined coordinates of the modeled sources based on a study using fMRI ([@BHT140C25]), which has a much higher spatial resolution than EEG studies. As there is little localizing information in electromagnetic signals, slight changes of source localization would not very much alter the data features ([@BHT140C11]). However, one has to bear in mind that EEG and fMRI recordings measure different aspects of neural activation. [@BHT140C61]) have demonstrated that the blood-oxygen-level-dependent signal measured in fMRI studies correlates differently with distinct frequency bands measured in electrophysiological recordings. This incongruency between fMRI and EEG studies has to be considered when interpreting the results of the current study where EEG analysis was informed by findings from fMRI studies. Another critical point is whether the "correct" number of sources was included in the model. Importantly, including more sources in the model would not affect the conclusion about effective connectivity drawn in this study, because effective connectivity can be polysynaptic and could therefore be mediated by unmodeled sources. The main concern would be that choosing too few sources would leave variance in the data features unexplained. This, however, is unlikely given the high proportion of variance explained by our DCM (on average 95%).

Abnormal Oscillatory Coupling Between Premotor and Motor Cortex in PD {#s4b}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Healthy individuals and patients with PD shared motor network properties with respect to the spatial distribution of oscillatory coupling. During fast repetitive finger movements, PD patients irrespective of medication state as well as healthy controls showed γ-γ coupling from lPM to M1. However, DCM analysis revealed impaired cortico-cortical coupling as PD patients in the OFF state lacked the physiological γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA that was present in healthy participants. In healthy individuals, γ-activity is associated with the preparation and execution of phasic movements, whereas β-activity in the motor system is thought to be related to the maintenance of a stable sensorimotor state ([@BHT140C14]). In PD patients, decreased activity in the γ-band and increased activity in the β-band during movement execution has been assigned an antikinetic effect ([@BHT140C4]; [@BHT140C62]). Application of levodopa can restore γ-activity in cortical areas, which may be induced through efferent connections from the STN ([@BHT140C78]; [@BHT140C37]). However, β-activity cannot be viewed as pathological per se. Isometric contractions are related to cortico-muscular ([@BHT140C59]; [@BHT140C63]) and cortico-cortical coupling ([@BHT140C26]) in the β-band. A recent study identified modulation of β-activity during encoding of incremental force generation ([@BHT140C17]). Thus, modulation of neural activity in different frequency bands is state dependent and has to be interpreted with caution depending on the specific task.

Our results extend previous work by showing that PD patients are capable of expressing γ-activity in cortical premotor areas during phasic finger movements even in the OFF state. However, γ-activity in the lPM is not efficiently coupled with the mesial premotor cortex in the absence of levodopa. Critically, dopamine replacement reinstated a normal amount of γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA. It has been shown that distinct cortico-cortical and cortico-subcortical connections express their functional coupling at specific frequencies ([@BHT140C67]; [@BHT140C27]; [@BHT140C38]). Here, we show that in PD, the expression of altered frequency-specific coupling in cortico-cortical pathways is state dependent and can be modulated by dopamine replacement. The patients in this study were tested in a "relative OFF state" after 12 h withdrawal of dopaminergic medication. This approach is common in neuroimaging studies of PD, but it does not allow studying a "real OFF state," because long-term adaptation in neural networks has probably been induced by chronic treatment. Future electrophysiological studies in de novo PD patients need to assess the effect of dopamine replacement on "drug naïve" neural networks in PD.

Several neuroimaging studies have provided evidence for abnormal cortical activity and connectivity in PD. In the OFF state, PD patients consistently showed hypoactivation of SMA both at rest ([@BHT140C68]) and during movements ([@BHT140C58]; [@BHT140C25]; [@BHT140C5]; [@BHT140C80]). Additionally, increased activation of lPM has repeatedly been reported in the OFF state ([@BHT140C58]; [@BHT140C25]; [@BHT140C56]; [@BHT140C80]). In a recent fMRI study, DCM revealed that the selection of actions enhanced coupling between prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the rostral SMA in medicated PD patients ([@BHT140C56]). The same PD patients showed increased coupling between PFC and lPM but not rostral SMA after medication withdrawal ([@BHT140C56]). Although we did not model prefrontal sources in the current model and the fMRI study by Rowe et al. used a more cognitively demanding action selection task, the switch from a more lateral information flow (via a PFC-lPM connection) in the OFF state to a more latero-medial information flow (via a PFC-rostral SMA connection) in the ON state was similar to the finding that γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA was only observed in the ON state. Extending the finding by [@BHT140C56], we show that dysfunctional cortico-cortical communication is expressed as aberrant oscillatory coupling in PD, comprising a functional lateral to medial disconnection in the premotor cortex. The alterations in coupling patterns are likely to be task dependent. Here, we chose a highly automated motor task, which required the fast release of sequential agonist-antagonist movements (i.e., fast self-paced extension-flexion movements). This task was not demanding in terms of cognitive control of actions, but was highly challenging in terms of motor execution. This enabled us to focus our analysis on a core premotor-motor network. Future studies need to examine to what extent PFC can modulate the altered communication between premotor and motor areas, for instance, by using motor tasks requiring a higher amount of attention.

It is important to note that we cannot draw conclusion about the causality between absence of γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA and impaired motor function. As PD patients OFF medication performed the motor task more slowly than healthy participants and PD patients ON medication, the observed change in effective connectivity might be due to differences in performance. This question can be addressed by applying motor tasks that are more rigorously controlled for equal task performance, even though withdrawal of medication in PD patients will always lead to at least subtle changes in motor performance. Another shortcoming of this study is that PD patients always performed the motor task in the OFF state followed by a second recording in the ON state, while healthy subjects only performed the task once. We chose a simple motor task that is highly overlearned and automatic and additionally included a 5-min training session before recordings to make sure that all participants were able to perform the task adequately. This makes learning effects underlying the observed differences in effective connectivity highly unlikely. However, we cannot discount possible unspecific effects of task order.

While dopaminergic medication reinstated physiological γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA, it did not normalize the task-related cortical coupling pattern. Healthy subjects expressed both γ-γ and β-β coupling from lPM to M1, but PD patients ON medication only showed significant γ-γ coupling from lPM to M1 during the task. This is in line with previous studies showing that cortical activity is modified but not normalized by levodopa intake ([@BHT140C25], [@BHT140C45], [@BHT140C77]). This is particularly interesting, because there was no difference in task performance between PD patients ON medication and healthy controls in the current study. These findings suggest that clinical improvement induced by dopamine replacement is not mediated by restoration of physiological neural networks, but that improved motor function might be related to abnormal neural activation patterns. This notion is further supported by the finding that feedback coupling from M1 to lPM was only expressed in PD patients ON medication, but not in healthy participants.

Enhanced Feedback Coupling from Primary Motor Cortex to Lateral Premotor Cortex {#s4c}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the current study, levodopa increased within- and cross-frequency coupling from M1 to lPM, which was closely associated with levodopa-induced improvement in motor function. This finding suggests that levodopa modulates feedback connections in PD patients performing fast repetitive finger movements.

Although the minimum distance between cortical sources was 4 cm to account for the low spatial resolution of EEG, the oscillatory activity recorded over M1 is likely to contain activity from adjacent parts of dorsal premotor and somatosensory cortex, which are located in close proximity to the primary motor hand area ([@BHT140C20]; [@BHT140C21]; [@BHT140C70]). The increase in feedback connections from M1 after application of levodopa might therefore also convey the "efference copy" signals of the executed movements, which constitute a central role in the control of movements ([@BHT140C69]; [@BHT140C22]). The basal ganglia with the direct and indirect pathway provide a dual system for center (excitatory)-surround (inhibitory) mechanism to focus its effect on selected cortical neurons ([@BHT140C42]). It has been argued that this center-surround mechanism is used to focus the output to a specific group of muscles required for performing a specific task ([@BHT140C43]). This operation is made possible through opening the sensory channel for the expected sensory feedback afferents during movement. Thus, one of the important functions of basal ganglia seems to be the gating of sensory input for motor control. Even though levodopa leads to an alleviation of motor impairment in PD, it does not restore physiological motor function. Hence, PD patients might rely stronger on feedback and efferent copy signals than healthy individuals. Sensory feedback originating from receptors in skin, muscle, and joints plays a pivotal role during the execution of movements ([@BHT140C36]; [@BHT140C53]; [@BHT140C2]; [@BHT140C46]). In the current study, we found a strong inverse correlation between cross-frequency θ-β coupling from M1 to lPM and individual motor improvement after levodopa intake. The more β-activity in lPM was suppressed by θ-activity in M1, the stronger was the individual benefit in motor function. Activity in the θ-band has been linked to a range of different cognitive functions, for example, working memory ([@BHT140C29]) or spatial navigation ([@BHT140C7]), which demand integration of information from various brain regions. In the current study, activity in the θ-band also corresponded roughly to the repetition frequency of the fast finger movements at ∼4 Hz. Interestingly, recent studies have shown that θ-oscillations are involved in sensorimotor integration in humans ([@BHT140C8]; [@BHT140C12]). Thus, even though previous studies have focused mainly on activity in higher frequency bands during movement, θ-oscillations might play a central role in the human motor system. Oscillations in the β-band, on the other hand, are thought to have an antikinetic effect during phasic movements ([@BHT140C4]). We therefore hypothesize that negative feedback coupling between the θ- and β-band observed in this study might indicate improved integration of the afferent feedback with the efference copy signal leading to a suppression of antikinetic β-oscillations in the premotor cortex. An improved integration of sensory feedback might thus constitute a dopamine-dependent compensatory mechanism in patients with PD.
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[^1]: m, male; f, female; LEDD, levodopa-equivalent daily dose; LEDDs were calculated according to ([@BHT140C76]).

[^2]: Connections expressing significant coupling are shown for the control group (Control), PD patients OFF medication (PD-OFF) and PD patients ON medication (PD-ON). *P*-values are familiywise error (FWE) corrected at the cluster level.
